Chapter 10

GUIDELINES FOR
CORE LOGGING
These guidelines incorporate procedures and methods
used by many field offices and are appropriate for
"standard" engineering geology/geotechnical log forms,
computerized log forms, and many of the modified log
forms used by various Bureau of Reclamation
(Reclamation) offices.
General
Introduction
This chapter describes the basic methods for engineering
geology core logging and provides
examples and
instructions pertaining to format, descriptive data, and
techniques; procedures for working with drillers to obtain
the best data; caring for recovered core; and water testing
in drill holes. The chapter also provides a reference for
experienced loggers to improve their techniques and train
others. Most of the discussions and examples shown
pertain to logging rock core, but many discussions apply
to soil core logging, standard penetration resistance logs,
and drive tube sample logging.
Purpose, Use, and Importance of Quality Core
Logging
The ability of a foundation to accommodate structure
loads depends primarily on the deformability, strength,
and groundwater conditions of the foundation materials.
The remediation of a hazardous waste site can be
formulated only by proper characterization of the site.
Clear and accurate portrayal of geologic design and
evaluation data and analytical procedures is paramount.
Data reported in geologic logs not only must be accurate,
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consistently recorded, and concise, but also must provide
quantitative and qualitative descriptions.
Logs provide fundamental data on which conclusions
regarding a site are based. Additional exploration or
testing, final design criteria, treatment design, methods
of construction, and eventually the evaluation of structure
performance may depend on core logs. A log may present
important data for immediate interpretations or use, or
may provide data that are used over a period of years.
The log may be used to delineate existing foundation
conditions, changes over time to the foundation or
structure, serve as part of contract documents, and may
be used as evidence in negotiations and/or in court to
resolve contract or possible responsible party (PRP)
disputes.
For engineering geology purposes, the basic objectives of
logging core are to provide a factual, accurate, and concise
record of the important geological and physical characteristics of engineering significance. Characteristics which
influence deformability, strength, and water conditions
must be recorded appropriately for future interpretations
and analyses. Reclamation has adopted recognized
indexes, nomenclature, standard descriptors and
descriptive criteria, and alphanumeric descriptors for
physical properties to ensure that these data are recorded
uniformly, consistently, and accurately. Use of alphanumeric descriptors and indexes permits analysis of data
by computer. These descriptors, descriptive criteria,
examples, and supporting discussions are provided in
chapters 3, 4, and 5.
Exploration should be logged or, as a minimum, reviewed
by an experienced engineering geologist. The logger
should be aware of the multiple uses of the log and the
needs and interests of technically diverse users. The
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experienced logger concentrates on the primary purposes
of the individual drill hole as well as any subordinate
purposes, keeping in mind the interests of others with
varied geological backgrounds including geotechnical
engineers, contract drillers, construction personnel, and
contract lawyers. An experienced logger tailors the log to
meet these needs, describing some seemingly minor
features or conditions which have engineering
significance, and excluding petrologic features or geologic
conditions having only minor or academic interest. Less
experienced loggers may have a tendency to concentrate
on unnecessary garnishment, use irrelevant technical
terms, or produce an enormously detailed log which
ignores the engineering geology considerations and
perhaps the purpose for completing the drill hole.
Adequate descriptions of recovered cores and samples can
be prepared solely through visual or hand specimen
examination of the core with the aid of simple field tests.
Detailed microscopic or laboratory testing to define rock
type or mineralogy generally are necessary only in special
cases.
Empirical design methods, such as the Rock Mass Rating
System Geomechanics Classification (RMR) and Q-system
Classification (Q), are commonly used for design of underground structures and are coming into common use for
other structures as well. If these methods are used, the
necessary data must be collected during core logging.
If hazardous waste site characterization is the primary
purpose of the drilling, the log should concentrate on
providing data for that type of investigation.
Drilling and logging are to determine the in-place
condition of the soil or rock mass. Any core condition,
core loss, or damage due to the type of bit, barrel, or other
equipment used, or due to improper techniques used in
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the drilling and handling processes should be described.
Such factors may have a marked effect on the amount and
condition of the core recovered, particularly in soft,
friable, weathered, intensely fractured materials or zones
of shearing.
Geologic logs require the adequate
description of materials; a detailed summary of drilling
equipment, methods, samplers, and significant
engineering conditions; and geologic interpretations.
Complete geologic logs of drill holes require adequate
descriptions of recovered surficial deposits and bedrock,
a detailed summary of drilling methods and conditions,
and appropriate physical characteristics and indexes to
ensure that adequate engineering data are available for
geologic interpretation and analysis.
Format and Required Data for the
Final Geologic Log
Organization of the Log
The log forms are divided into five basic sections: a
heading block; a left-hand column for notes; a center column for indexes, additional notes, water tests and
graphics; a right-hand column for classification and
physical conditions; and a comments/explanation block at
the bottom. Data required for each column are described
in the following discussion and the referenced example
logs. Log DH-123, figure 10-1, and log B-102, figure 10-2,
are the most complete and preferred examples; other
variations are presented but in some cases are not
complete.
Heading
The heading block at the top of the form provides spaces
for supplying project identifying information, feature,
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Figure 10-1.—Drill hole log, DH-123, sheet 1 of 2.
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Figure 10-1.—Drill hole log, DH-123, sheet 2 of 2.
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Figure 10-2.—Drill hole log, B-102, for Standard
Penetration Test, sheet 1 of 3.
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Figure 10-2.—Drill hole log, B-102, for Standard
Penetration Test, sheet 2 of 3.
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Figure 10-2.—Drill hole log, B-102, for Standard
Penetration Test, sheet 3 of 3.
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hole number, location, coordinates, elevation, bearing and
plunge of hole, dates started and completed, and the
name(s) of the person(s) responsible for logging and review. Locations should preferably be in coordinates
unless station and offset are all that is available.
Provide both coordinates and station and offset if
available. The dip or plunge of the hole can be the angle
from horizontal or from vertical, but the reference point
should be noted on the log. Spaces for depth to bedrock
and water levels are also provided. All this information
is important and should not be omitted. Below the
heading, the body of the log form is divided into a series
of columns covering the various kinds of information
required according to the type of exploratory hole.
Data Required for the "Drilling Notes" Column
Data for the left-hand column of all drill hole logs are
similar whether for large-diameter sampling, Standard
Penetration Tests, rock core, or push-tube sampling logs.
These data are field observations and information
provided by the driller on the Daily Drill Reports.
Examples are provided for some of these data headings;
a suggested guideline and preferred order is presented in
the following paragraphs but may differ depending on the
purpose and type of exploration. Headers for data can
indicate whether depths are in feet (ft) or meters (m),
eliminating the need to repeat "ft" or "m" for each interval
entry. An example of the Drilling Notes column is
provided on figures 10-1 through 10-4.
General Information.—This includes headers and data
for the hole purpose, the setup or site conditions, drillers,
and drilling and testing equipment used.
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Figure 10-3.—Drill hole log, DH-SP-2, sheet 1 of 2.
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Figure 10-3.—Drill hole log, DH-SP-2, sheet 2 of 2.
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Figure 10-4.—Drill hole log, SPT-107-2, sheet 1 of 3.
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Figure 10-4.—Drill hole log, SPT-107-2, sheet 2 of 3.
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Figure 10-4.—Drill hole log, SPT-107-2, sheet 3 of 3.
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1. Purpose of hole — Includes reason for drilling
the hole, such as foundation investigation, materials
investigation, instrumentation, sampling, or testing.
2. Drill site or setup — Includes general physical
description of the location of the drill hole.
Information on unusual setups, such as adjacent to
a stream, or drilled from a barge, gallery, or adit,
may help understand the unusual conditions.
3. Drillers — Names of drillers may be significant
for reference or for evaluating or interpreting core
losses, drilling rates, and other drilling conditions.
4. Drilling equipment —
• Drill rig (make and model)
• Core barrel(s), tube(s), special samplers (type
and size)
• Bits (type and size)
• Drill rods (type and size)
• Collar (type)
• Water test equipment (rod or pipe size, hose
size, pump type and capacity, and relative
position and elevation of pressure gauges or
transducers), packers (type—mechanical or
pneumatic)
Example: Skid-mounted Sprague and Henwood
Model 250. NWD3 bottom discharge bit with a
5-ft (1.5-m), split-tube inner barrel. 5-ft (1.5-m)
NW rods. Water tested with NX pneumatic
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packer No. 12 with 1-1/4-inch (in) (32-millimeter
[mm]) pipe, Bean pump with 35-gallons per
minute (gal/min) (159 liters per minute)
maximum volume, and 1-in (25-mm) water
meter. (Water testing equipment can be a
separate heading if desired.)
Drilling Procedures and Conditions.—These headers
and data should include methods, conditions, driller's
comments, and records for water losses, caving, or casing.
1. Drilling methods — Synopsis of drilling, sampling, and testing procedures, including procedures
and pressures for drive or push tubes used through
the various intervals of the hole.
2. Drilling conditions and driller's comments —
Note by interval the relative penetration rate and
the action of the drill during this process (i.e., 105.6107.9: drilled slowly, moderate blocking off, hole
advancing 15 minutes per foot [.3 meter]). Unusual
drilling conditions should be summarized. Changes
in drilling conditions may indicate differences in
lithology, weathering, or fracture density. The
geologist needs to account for variations in driller's
descriptions; each driller may describe similar
conditions with different adjectives or percentage
estimates. Any other comments relative to ease or
difficulty of advancing or maintaining the hole
should be noted by depth intervals.
Drillers'
comments need to adequately describe conditions
encountered while advancing the hole. Statements
such as "normal drilling" or "no problems
encountered" are not useful.
Differences in drilling speeds, pressures, and
penetration rates may be related to the relative
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hardness and density of materials. Abrupt changes
in drilling time may identify lithologic changes or
breaks and also may pinpoint soft or hard interbeds
within larger units. Often, these may be correlated
with geophysical logs. If the driller provides useful
and accurate records of drilling conditions and
procedures, an accurate determination of the top and
bottom of key marker horizons can be made even
without core.
Drilling progress should be recorded while drilling;
recovery can be improved by relating recovery to
optimum pressures and speeds, as well as providing
data for interpretation. For each run, the driller
should record the time when starting to drill and
when stopping to come out of the hole. Most of these
drilling progress data are qualitative rather than
quantitative values. Controlling factors are not only
the type of materials encountered but also may be
mechanical or driller variables. These variables may
include type and condition of the bit, rotation speed,
drilling fluid pressure, etc. THE PURPOSE OF THE
BORING IS TO OBTAIN THE HIGHEST QUALITY
CORE AND MOST COMPLETE RECOVERY AND
INFORMATION, NOT JUST FEET PER HOUR OR
SHIFT.
3. Drilling fluid — Type and where used (including
drilling fluid additives). This may be combined with
or discussed under the heading, drilling methods.
4. Drilling fluid return — Include interval/percent
return. Drilling fluid return may be combined with
color.
5. Drill fluid color — Include interval/color.
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6. Caving conditions — Intervals of cave with appropriate remarks about the relative amount of
caving are to be noted. When possible, report the
actual caving interval rather than the depth of the
hole.
7. Casing record — Casing depth is the depth of
casing at the start of the drilled interval (see the
example below).
8.
Advancement (push-tube or Standard
Penetration Test (SPT) applications) — Include
depth/ interval sampled.
9.
Cementing record — Note all intervals
cemented and if intervals were cemented more than
once. This information may be combined with the
casing record, as shown below:
Example of casing and cementing record:
Interval drilled
(feet)

Size
(inch)

Casing depth
(feet)

0.0-2.3

6 Cs

0.0

2.3-4.5

6 Cs

2.0

4.5-9.2

6 Cs

4.0

9.2-15.3

NxCs

8.0

15.3-18.7

NxCs

15.0

18.7-33.2

Cmt

12.1-18.7 Cmt

Hole Completion and Monitoring Data.—Data shown
in this section of the left-hand column include hole
completion, surveys, water levels, drilling rates or time,
and reason for hole termination.
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1. Borehole survey data — Include if obtained.
Example of survey data:
Depth
59
79
99
119
Average
1

Bearing

Plunge

S 72EW
S 75E W
S 72E W
S 72E W

90E1
90E
89E
89E
89E

E = degrees.

2. Water level data — Note depths and/or elevations, water quantities, and pressures from artesian
flows. Water levels or flows should be recorded
during hole advancement, between shifts, or at the
beginning or end of a shift, but definitely should be
recorded at completion of the hole and periodically
thereafter. It may be advantageous to leave space or
provide a note to refer the user to additional readings
provided elsewhere on the log for subsequent
measurements. Computer generated logs allow
convenient updating of water levels long after the
hole is completed.
Examples of drill hole logs illustrate optional format
and subsequent readings. Examples of how to record
data are:
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Date
1981
11-02

Hole depth
(feet)
25.0

Bailed 100 gal:
Level before
Level after

Depth to
water
(feet)
6.0
6.0
21.0

or:
Depth to
water
(feet)

Date

Hole depth
(feet)

11-03-81

25.0

15.0

11-04-81

40.0

29.0

01-05-82

95.2

7.0

01-15-82

95.2

Flowing 25 gal/min

02-03-82

95.2

Flowing 5 gal/min
at 5 pounds per
square inch
(lb/in2)

3. Hole completion — Indicate how hole was completed or backfilled; if jetting, washing, or bailing
was employed; depth of casing left in hole or that
casing was pulled; location and type of piezometers;
location, sizes, and types of slotted pipes (including
size and spacing of slots) or piezometer risers; type
and depth of backfill or depths of concrete and/or
bentonite plugs; location of isolated intervals; and
elevation at top of riser(s). Hole completion can be
shown graphically (see figure 10-5).
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Figure 10-5.—Drill hole log, DH-DN/P-60-1, sheet 1 of 3.
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Figure 10-5.—Drill hole log, DH-DN/P-60-1, sheet 2 of 3.
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Figure 10-5.—Drill hole log, DH-DN/P-60-1, sheet 3 of 3.
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4. Reason for hole termination — State whether
the hole reached the planned depth or reason why
the hole was stopped short.
5. Drilling time — Total time, setup time, drilling
time, and downtime should be recorded on drillers'
daily sheets and should also be recorded on the drill
log. These records are essential for determining
exploration program costs.
Center Columns of the Drill Log
Computer Logs.—Computer-generated logs offer several
options for the content and format of the log such as
permeability, penetration resistance, or rock properties
which have some differences in format. Examples of each
are shown in figures 10-2 through 10-5.
Standard Geologic Log Form.—The following
discussion pertains to the center columns for the standard
Reclamation log (form 7-1337). The columns shown on
all figures are self-explanatory. The columns can be modified or new columns added to the existing log form for
recording appropriate indexes or special conditions.
The percolation tests (water-pressure tests) column
should record the general information of the tests.
Additional data may be recorded on "water testing" log
forms or drillers' reports.
Type and size of hole, elevation, and depth columns are
self-explanatory.
Core recovery should be recorded in percent of recovery
by run. Although desirable, core recovery does not
necessarily require a visual graph. Core recovery should
be noted carefully by the driller for each run on the daily
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drill reports; however, this column should be the record
of those measurements determined by the geologist
during logging. Measuring the core while in the split
tube or sampler, if possible, will produce the most
accurate recovery records.
A hole completion column may be added which
graphically portrays how the hole was completed. If used,
an explanation of the graphic symbols should be provided
on the log form.
Rock quality designation (RQD) should be reported by
core run. RQD should be included on the log in graph or
tabular form regardless of the type project. RQD is used
in almost any engineering application of the hole data.
Most contractors are interested in RQD as an index of
blasting performance, rippability, and stability. RQD is
described and explained in chapter 5.
A lithologic log or graphic column is helpful to quickly
visualize the geologic conditions. Appropriate symbols
may be used for correlation of units, shear zones, water
levels, weathering, and fracturing (see figure 10-1).
The samples and testing column should include locations
of samples obtained for testing and can later have actual
sample results inserted in the column, if the column is
enlarged.
Modifications to Standard Log Form.—Modifications
or adaptations of the center columns are permissible and,
in some instances, encouraged. Examples are:
1. The use of a continuation sheet for longer drill
logs saves time and is easier to type. The sheets may
have only one column to continue the right-hand
narrative, or may be divided into two or more
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columns. See sheets 2 and 3 for drill hole SPT-107-2,
figure 10-4, for an example; also see sheet 3 of 3 for
drill hole DH-DN/P-60-1, figure 10-5.
2. The center column may be modified to portray additional data such as hole completion, various
indexes, alphanumeric descriptors, or laboratory test
data.
Standard penetration test hole SPT-107-2,
figure 10-4, is a modified penetration resistance log
which shows laboratory test results; a percent
gravel/percent sand/ percent fines column; liquid
limit/plasticity index (LL/PI) column, a field moisture
column, and other modifications. Drill hole DH-SP-2,
figure 10-3, has columns for reporting field density
test results, moisture, porosity, percent saturation,
percent fines/percent sand, LL/PI, and laboratory
classification.
3. Another modification, shown on DH-SP-2,
figure 10-3, is a drawing showing the location of the
hole in relation to the structure being explored.
Diagrams or graphs, such as water levels, may
illustrate data better than a column of figures.
Required Data and Descriptions for the RightHand "Classification and Physical Condition"
Column
General.—An accurate description of recovered core and
a technically sound interpretation of nonrecovered core
are the primary reasons for core logging. The logger
needs to remember that any interpretation, such as a
shear, must be based on observed factual data. The
interpreted reason for the core loss is given, but usually
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it is best to define the area of core loss as the interval
heading. For example:
99.4. to 101.6: No Recovery. Interpreted to be intensely fractured zone. Drillers reported blocking off,
core probably ground up during drilling.
103.4 to 103.7: Open Joint?. Drillers reported 0.3-ft
drop of drill rods during drilling and loss of all water.
Joint surfaces in core do not match.
0.7 to 11.6: Silty Sand. Poor recovery, only 6.2 ft
recovered from interval. Classification based on recovered material and wash samples.
0.9 to 3.2: Rockbitted. No samples recovered.
(Usually this would be subheaded under a previous
description, inferring the materials are the same as
the last recovered).
Descriptions of Surficial Deposits.—Surficial deposits
such as slope wash, alluvium, colluvium, and residual soil
that are recovered from drill holes are described using
USBR 5000 and 5005. If samples cannot be obtained,
then description of the cuttings, percent return and color
of drilling fluid, drilling characteristics, and correlation to
surface exposures is employed. Always indicate what is
being described—undisturbed samples, SPT or wash
samples, cuttings, or cores. Descriptors and descriptive
criteria for the physical characteristics of soils must
conform to the established standards. Chapter 11
provides guidelines for soil and surficial deposit
descriptions.
Extensive surficial deposits usually are described using
geologic and soil classifications. Where surficial deposits
are very shallow and not pertinent to engineering
applications for design or remediation or where geologic
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classification such as landslides or talus is preferable,
units may be given genetic or stratigraphic terms only.
For example, Quaternary basin fill, recent stream
channel deposit, Quaternary colluvium, zone 3
embankment, and random fill may be described
generally; or these may be unit headings with group
name subheadings. The format is:
Geologic and group name. i.e., Alluvium, (sandy
silt). Field classification in parentheses if classified,
refer to chapters 3 and 11 for exceptions.
Classification
descriptions.
Additional
descriptors (particle sizes, strength, consistency,
compactness, etc., from the USBR 5000 and 5005
standards descriptive criteria).
Moisture. (dry to wet).
Color.
If cores or disturbed samples are not available, describe
as many of the above items as can be determined from
cuttings, drill water color, drilling characteristics,
correlation to surface exposures, etc. Remember that for
rockbitted, no recovery, or poor recovery intervals, a
classification and group name should be assigned as a
primary identification.
Description of Rock.—Description of rock includes a
rock unit name based on general lithologic characteristics
followed by data on structural features and physical
conditions. Bedrock or lithologic units are to be delineated
and identified, not only by general rock types but by any
special geological, mineralogical features with
engineering significance, or those pertinent to
interpretation of the subsurface conditions.
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Any information which is characteristic of all of the rock
units encountered normally is included under the main
heading, producing more concise logs. Differences can be
described in various subheadings. Rock core is to be
described in accordance with descriptors and descriptive
criteria presented in chapters 4 and 5. A suggested
format is:
1. Rock name — A simple descriptive name,
sufficient to provide others with possible engineering
properties of the rock type; may include geological
age and/or stratigraphic unit name.
2. Lithology (composition/grain sizes/texture/
color) — Give a brief mineralogical description.
Describe grain shape and size or sizes and texture
using textural adjectives such as vesicular,
porphyritic, schistose. (Do not use petrographic
terms such as hypidiomorphic, subidioblastic). Other
pertinent descriptions could include porosity,
absorption, physical characteristics that assist in
correlation studies, and other typical and/or unusual
properties. Provide the wet color of fresh and
weathered surfaces.
Contacts should be described here also. If the
contacts are fractured, sheared, open, or have other
significant properties, the contacts should be
identified and described under separate subheadings.
3. Bedding/foliation/flow texture — Provide a
description of thickness of bedding, banding, or
foliation including the dip or inclination of these
features.
4. Weathering/alteration — Use established descriptors which apply to most of the core or use
individual subheadings. For alteration other than
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weathering, use appropriate descriptors. These may
or may not be separate from weathering depending
upon rock type and type of alteration. Also, include
slaking properties if the material air or water slakes.
(Weathering may be used as first or second order
headings for some logs.)
5. Hardness — Use established descriptors.
6. Discontinuities — These include shears, joints,
fractures, and contacts. Discontinuities control or
significantly influence the behavior of rock masses
and must be described in detail. Detailed discussions
of indexes and of descriptive criteria, descriptors, and
terminology for describing fractures and shears are
provided in chapter 5 and 7.
Fractures or joints should be categorized into sets if
possible, based on similar orientations, and each set
should be described. When possible, each set should
be assigned letter and/or number designations and
variations in their physical properties noted by depth
intervals. Significant individual joints also may be
identified and described. Physical measurements
such as spacing and orientation (dip or inclination
from core axis), information such as composition,
thickness, and hardness of fillings or coatings;
character of surfaces (smooth or rough); and, when
possible, fracture openness should be recorded. In
drill core, the average length between fractures is
measured along the centerline of the core for
reporting any of the fracture indexes. However,
when a set can be distinguished (parallel or
subparallel joints), true spacing is measured normal
to the fracture surfaces.
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Description of Shears and Shear Zones.—Shears and
shear zones should be described in detail, including data
such as the percentage of the various components (gouge,
rock fragments, and associated features such as dikes and
veins) and the relationship of these components to each
other.
Gouge color, moisture, consistency and
composition, and fragment or breccia sizes, shape, surface
features, lithology, and strengths are recorded. The
depths, dip or inclination, and true thickness, measured
normal to the shear or fault contacts, also must be
determined, if possible, along with healing, strength, and
other associated features. A thorough discussion of
shears and shear zones is contained in chapter 5.
Description of Core Loss.—The significance of core loss
is often more important than recovered core. Lost core
may represent the worst conditions for design concepts, or
it may be insignificant, resulting from improper drilling
techniques or equipment. Core losses, their intervals,
and the interpreted reason for the loss should be recorded
on the log.
Written Description Form.—The written description
for physical conditions consists of main headings,
indented subheadings, and text which describes the
important features of the core. Headings and indented
subheadings divide the core into readily distinguishable
intervals which are pertinent to an engineering geology
study. Assigned unit names should correlate with those
unit names used for surface mapping. These headings
may describe portions of the core or the entire core,
depending on how well the headings encompass overall
characteristics. Items characteristic of the entire core in
one hole may be stated under the major heading;
however, in other holes, this same information may have
to be broken out into various subheadings because it is
not applicable to the entire core. In this discussion,
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several logs are referenced as examples. These logs do
not necessarily reflect the established standards, and
each may be deficient in some format or context; they are
existing logs which are included as examples of different
situations which may be encountered. A discussion of
headings follows:
1. Main headings — The main heading usually
divides surficial deposits from bedrock. However,
other methods are also acceptable, for example, the
summary log in figure 10-5.
2. First order heading — The first order headings
may be based on weathering or lithology. When the
initial rock type exhibits more than one weathering
break or the lithologic properties are most
significant, lithology would be the first order
heading. Weathering may be used as first order
headings where significant. If a weathering break
coincides with a lithologic break, or only one
weathering break is present, they may both be
included in the main heading. Depending on
lithologies present, for example, if there is only one
rock type, the first order headings may be based on
fracturing. Lithology, weathering, or fracturing can
also be the subject of the first order heading. In
certain circumstances, a shear or shear zone or other
feature could be given a first order or any lower order
heading in order to emphasize a feature’s presence or
importance. The arrangement which will result in
the simplest log is usually the best and should be
used. The following examples illustrate the use of
first, second, and third order headings. These
examples are not intended to represent examples of
complete logs.
An example in which weathering is preferred as the
first order heading is:
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0.0-5.0: SLOPE WASH (main heading).—General description could include the total description of the
unit.
5.0-200.0: PALEOZOIC CALAVERAS GROUP (main
heading).
5.0-100.3:
Moderately Weathered (first order
heading based on weathering; descriptions of
weathering applicable to all lithologies could be
presented here).
5.0-10.9:
10.9-20.1:
20.1-50.3:
50.3-100.3:

Basalt
Limestone
Shale
Sandstone

100.3-150.0:
100.3-120.2:
120.2-150.0:

Slightly Weathered
Sandstone
Shale

150.0-200.6:

Fresh Shale

An example in which lithology is preferred as the
first-order subheading is:
0.0-5.0: SLOPE WASH (main heading).—General description, could include the total description of the
unit.
5.0-200.6: PALEOZOIC CALAVERAS GROUP (main
heading).—General description applicable to all
lithologies.
5.0-100.3: Sandstone (first order heading based on
lithology)
5.0-10.2: Intensely weathered
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10.2-40.1: Moderately weathered
40.1-80.2: Slightly weathered
80.2-100.3: Fresh
100.3-150.1: Fresh Shale (first order heading which
combines weathering and lithology)
150.1-200.6: Fresh Diabase
3. Second order heading — The second order
heading and the associated description contain the
char-acteristics of the rock that are unique to an
interval that is not described in the main and first
order headings. The second order heading usually is
based on weathering if the first order heading is
based on lithology. If the first order heading is based
on weathering, the second order heading would usually be based on lithology. Fracture data can be
described here if similar throughout the interval; if
not, divide fracture data into third order headings.
4. Third order heading — The third order heading
is usually based on fracture data, subordinate
features, variations in lithology, etc. This includes
variations of rock quality within a certain lithology
due to shears, joints, bedding or foliation joints, or
other discontinuities. Core recovery lengths are an
indicator of fracturing and should be described under
this heading, as in the interval from 87.2 to 101.2 in
DH-123 figure 10-1. If the fractures are mainly
prominent joint sets or other discontinuities, the
spacing and orientation of individual sets, along with
the overall fracture characteristics, should be noted.
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5.
Additional indentations — Additional
indentations usually are used to describe important
addi-tional subordinate features, such as veins or
veinlets, variations in lithology, shears, and zones of
non- or poor recovery.
In summary, any information consistent throughout
a higher order heading, but usually included in a
lower one, should be described in the higher order
heading to prevent repetition.
Data Required for the Comments/Explanation
Block
The comments/explanation block at the bottom of the log
form is used for additional information. This may include
abbreviations used, gauge height for packer tests, and
notes. The hole start and completion date should be in
the heading, as well as the date logged. Revision dates of
the log should be noted to ensure that the most recent
version of the log can be identified. (Date logged and any
subsequent revision dates should be entered in this
block). The computer log file name can be recorded in
this block.
Method of Reporting Orientation of Planar
Discontinuities and Structural Features
True dips can be measured directly in vertical holes. The
dips of planar features in vertical holes are recorded as
"dips 60E”or "60E dip" (see drawing 40-D-6499, figure 5-9).
True dip usually is not known in angle holes; and,
orientation is measured from the core axis and called
inclination, i.e., "Joints are inclined 45E from the core
axis" (figure 5-9). If dips are known from oriented core or
other surveys, dips may be recorded instead of inclination
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in angle holes. Figure 5-9 demonstrates how misinterpretations can occur; the inclination of a joint in the core
from a 45E inclined angle hole can be interpreted as a
horizontal joint or as a vertical joint by rotating the core.
Core Recovery and Core Losses
Descriptions of core in the Classification and Physical
Condition column should describe the recovered core, not
only by physical measurements (maximum, minimum,
and mostly range or average), but should identify and
include the interpretation for any core losses, especially
if the losses are thought to represent conditions different
from the core recovered. Designers and other users of the
completed log can incorporate into their design all the
factual data that are seen and recorded. What is not seen
or reported (core losses) is more difficult to incorporate
into the design and may well be the most significant
information. Also, core losses and interpretations of the
reasons for their loss are significant engineering data
that may correlate open joints, soft zones, or shears from
boring to boring or from surface features to the
subsurface explorations.
Core losses can result from three generalized conditions:
inaccurate measurements by the drillers; poor drilling
techniques, equipment, and handling; or geologic
conditions. The geologist, using the depth of hole,
recovered core, observations of the core, and drillers
observations, is the individual to make interpretations of
the core loss. All core should be measured by the logger.
If using a split-tube barrel, the core should be measured
while in the barrel and always after core segments are
fitted together (using the midpoint of core ends). Unaccountable losses should be reconciled, and the location of
the loss determined.
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Tape checks or rod checks are the most reliable and preferred methods for knowing the exact location of geologic
conditions (top of each run is known with certainty) and
where losses occur. All core runs should be measured and
recorded; gains and losses can be transferred to adjacent
runs and cancel out each other during the process of
determining where the core loss is located. Inaccurate
drillers’ measurements, or locations where portions of the
previously drilled interval was left in the hole (pulled off,
or fell back in and redrilled), can be determined by
examining and matching the end and beginning of each
core run to see if they fit together or show signs of being
redrilled. Gains may be attributed to pulling out the
bottom of the hole, mismeasurement, recovering core left
in the hole from the previous run, or recovery of
expansive, slaking, or stress relieving materials.
Where unaccountable losses occur, the examination of
core to determine the reason for that loss is critical. Poor
drilling methods (excessive pressure, speed, excessive
water discharge from the drill bit, not stopping when fluid
return plugs), inaccurate measurements, or geologic
conditions responsible for core losses should be
determined. Core may have spun in the barrel after
blocking; an intensely fractured zone may have been
ground up; or a shear zone, open joint(s), solution cavity,
or joint fillings may have been washed away. Geologic
interpretation of the core loss is based on examining
recovered core and the fractures present in the core. Drill
water losses and color or changes in the drilling
conditions noted by the driller may suggest an
interpretation of the core loss. Where losses occur near a
recovered clay "seam," clay coats fracture surfaces,
slickensides and/or breccia and gouge are present, the
core loss may be interpreted as a shear or shear zone.
The description should include all the factual
information—discontinuity surface orientations,
slickensides, coatings, gouge and/or fractures; and the
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interpretation that the loss occurred in a shear.
Depending on the confidence in the interpretation based
on the observed conditions, the description can be given
as "shear," or "shear?," or "probable shear zone." When a
portion of a shear zone has been lost during drilling, the
no recovery zone should be described as part of the shear
and the loss or part of the loss included in the shear's
thickness.
Samples
If the geologist selects representative or special samples
for laboratory testing, an appropriate space should be left
in the core box to ensure that when logs are reviewed or
photographs are taken, core recovery is not misleading.
Either filler blocks or a spacer which indicates the top
and bottom depths of the sample and a sample number
can be used to fill the sample space. For N-size cores, a
length of 2- by 2-inch (50- by 50-mm) block or other
spacers that fill the tray work well. These blocks also
should be used to separate core runs. The lettering on
the blocks should be easily readable at a distance. Spray
painting the blocks white or yellow and lettering them
with black waterproof pens enhances visibility and
legibility. The sample interval, and sample number if
desired, must be recorded in the Samples for Testing
column on the log. Portions of the core may be preserved
as representative samples or to protect samples from
slaking or other deterioration.
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Core Photography
General Photographic Methods
Transmittal of core photographs with the final logs is recommended. The photos may be included in the data
package or as an appendix to the data report. Cores
should be photographed while fresh. Before and after
photographs of materials that slake or stress-relieve are
recommended. The importance of photographing the core
before it has been disturbed in transit and before its
moisture content has changed cannot be overemphasized.
If proper precautions during transport are followed, and
the core is logged in a timely manner, reasonably good
photographs can be obtained away from the drilling site.
This permits the labeling of core features, if desired.
If possible, cores should be photographed in both color
and black and white at 8- by 10-inch (200- by 250-mm)
size. Black and white photographs do not degrade over
time like color photographs. Core photographs should be
submitted with the final logs in the geology data report;
color photographs are best for data analysis.
Many methods are employed for photographing core.
Each box of core can be photographed separately as the
box is first filled or three or more boxes can be
photographed at a time. There are advantages to both
procedures:
• Greater detail and photographs depicting fresher
conditions are the major advantages of photographing each box individually.
• When photographing several boxes at a time,
transitional features, changes in weathering or
fracturing, or large shear zones can be seen in one
photograph.
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The best method is a combination of the two. Pictures of
individual boxes at the drill site and later pictures of the
entire hole are the best of two worlds.
Individual Box Photography
Any portion of core that is in danger of altering or disaggregating because of slaking or "discing" due to stress
relief, expansion, or shrinkage due to changes in moisture
or confinement because of down time, ends of shifts, or
weekends must be boxed and photographed. Under these
circumstances, the core should be photographed while at
or near the material natural condition (even if a box is
only partially filled).
Each photograph should be taken from approximately the
same distance so that the scale of each photograph is
identical. The box should fill the frame of the camera,
thereby obtaining the highest quality resolution or core
detail, and the camera should be held as close to normal
to the core as possible. A tripod should be used if
possible. Tilting the core box and, if necessary, standing
in a pickup bed or other vantage point may be helpful.
Most core boxes can be tilted about 70 to 80E before any
core is in danger of spilling out, so very little additional
height is required. A simple 2- by 4-foot (0.6- by 1.2-m)
wood frame may be constructed, or the core box may be
leaned against a tool box, pickup tailgate, or other stable
object. A Brunton compass can be used to ensure that the
box and the camera are placed at a consistent, uniform
angle. Shadows should be eliminated as much as
possible.
All core should be photographed both wet and dry. In hot
or dry weather, the unphotographed boxed core should be
covered by moist cloth. When ready to photograph, any
dry zones should be touched up using a wet cloth or
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paintbrush. In extremely hot weather, the boxed core can
be sprayed or sprinkled with water. A water hose, garden
sprayer, or spray bottle works well for this operation.
Wait for the water to be absorbed so that there is no
objectionable sheen or glare-producing film of water on
the core at the instant of film exposure.
A labeled lid, letter board, or another frame which shows
feature, drill hole number, photograph, or core box
number, and depths of the top and bottom of the cored
interval should be included in the photograph. A scale in
feet and/or tenths of a foot or meters is helpful.
Photographing Multiple Boxes
As soon as possible after the core is removed from the
barrel and boxed, the core should be photographed. To
facilitate the photography, construct a frame capable of
supporting three or more boxes at a time for use at the
drill yard or core storage yard. Photograph the core dry
then spray with water to bring back the natural moisture
color. The same precautions about glare referred to
previously should be followed.
A frame which shows the project, feature, hole number,
box __ of __boxes, and from—to, as a minimum, should be
used for the photograph.
Other optional but
recommended entries may include date photographed,
and a scale.
Special Circumstances
Special photography such as closeups of shear zones or
other special features may be worthwhile. When these
photographs are taken, a common object or scale should
be included to provide the viewer with relative or actual
dimensions.
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When cores are coated with drill mud, a brush, wet rag,
or pocket knife should be used to wash or scrape off the
mud so that materials are their natural color and features
of the core are not obscured. This step obviously must be
taken prior to logging the material.
Photograph Overlays
Acetate or mylar overlays on photographs of core can help
interpretation of exposed features. Details shown may
include labels for shears, weathering, lithologies, or items
of special interest. Other items that may be shown on
overlays are joint sets, and they may be coded by an alpha
or numeric character or by colored ink.
Equipment Necessary for
Preparing Field Logs
The following equipment or supplies are necessary for
adequately preparing geologic logs:
Core recovery sheets and rough log forms or
computer data sheets.—For recording core recovery
and maintaining accurate depth measurements for
determining core loss intervals.
Drillers' reports.—Daily drill reports (figure 10-6) to
check measurements for core recovery, identifying
changes in condition or contacts in intervals of poor
recovery, determining reasons for core loss, and
evaluating openness of fractures.
Knife.—Core hardness/strength characteristics;
cleaning or scraping drill mud from core to allow
logging and measurement of core recovery.
Hammer.—Core hardness/strength characteristics.
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Figure 10-6.—Daily drill report.
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Tape measure or folding ruler (engineering scale
with hundredths of feet or metric as appropriate).—
Recovery measurements, thickness of units, shears
and fillings, and spacing of fractures.
Protractor.—Measuring orientation of contacts,
bedding and foliation, and fracture orientation.
Hydrochloric acid.—Mineral or cementing agent
identification (3:1 distilled water to acid).
Hand lens.—Mineral or rock identification, minimum
10X.
Marking pen.—Waterproof ink for marking core for
mechanical breaks, depth marks on core, sample
marking.
Paintbrush and/or scrub brush, and water.—For
cleaning core and for identifying wet color and
incipient fractures.
Color identification charts (Munsel Color System or
American Geological Institute Rock Color Chart).
Filler block (spacer) material.—For identifying nonrecovery intervals and location of samples and for
recording drill depths.
Sample preparation materials.—Wax,
container, brush, cheese cloth, etc.

heater,

Rock testing equipment.—Schmidt hammer, point
load apparatus, pocket penetrometer or torvane.
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Instruction to Drillers, Daily Drill Reports, and
General Drilling Procedures
Communication between the geologist and driller is
extremely important.
Establishment of lines of
communication, both orally and in writing, is key to a
successful exploration program.
The role of the geologist in the drilling program is as an
equal partner with the driller at the drill site.
Establishment of this partnership at the beginning of the
drilling program will result in better data. Failure to
establish a good working relationship with the drill crew
often results in unanswered questions and a poor quality
end product. One way to establish good working rapport
is to keep the drillers informed and to plan with them.
Drill Hole Plan
A suggested method for ensuring that a clear
understanding of what the drilling requirements and
expectations are from the drill hole is the preparation of
a drill hole plan. The plan is prepared prior to starting
the hole and after the geologist has used available
interpretive data and has determined whether special
testing and procedures or deviations in standard practice
are required. This document provides the driller with
information about safety, special site conditions, purpose
of the hole, procedures to be followed, water testing
requirements, materials expected to be recovered, any
special sampling or geophysical testing required, and hole
completion requirements.
Guidelines for Drillers
The following guidelines provide a framework for
preparing written instructions for drill crews or for
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contract drill specifications. Also, the guidelines serve to
help geologists correct poor drilling procedures, collect
additional data, or improve core handling and logging.
Drill Setup.—To ensure that drill holes are completed at
the desired location and along the correct bearing and
plunge, the use of aiming stakes and a suitable device for
measuring angles should be provided by the geologist and
used by the drill crews. Drillers should use aiming stakes
set by the geologist or survey crew for the specified
bearing of the drill hole. The rig must be anchored
properly so that it will not shift. If stakes have been
removed or knocked over, they should be replaced by the
geologist. Also, drillers must ensure the hole is drilled at
the designated angle. The geologist should check the
plunge angle with Brunton compass, and/or the drillers
should use an appropriate measuring device.
Daily Drill Reports Preparation.—The drillers should
prepare duplicate daily drill reports using carbon paper
(additional copies of each report may be required on
contract rigs). All copies must be legible and preferably
printed. One copy should be provided to the geologist for
monitoring progress and for preparation of the geologic
log. The drill report has a space opposite each run for
each item of information required; each of these spaces
need to be filled out completely. Data should be added to
the report or recorded in a notebook after each run.
Drillers should record data as it occurs.
See
drawing 40-D-6484 (figure 10-6) as an example for
reporting daily drill activities. Many field offices have
local forms on which these data can be recorded.
Comments regarding specific items to be recorded on the
daily reports are contained in the following paragraphs.
1. Recording depths and core loss — Check for
agreement on depths for intervals drilled by
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consecutive shifts. Depths should be recorded in feet
and tenths of feet or to the nearest centimeter, as
appropriate. Tape checks or rod checks may be
required at change of shift or more frequently when
requested by the geologist. The section entitled
“Core Recovery and Core Losses” contains
instructions for proper use of core measurements,
filler blocks (spacers), and tape checks. The driller is
responsible for knowing the depth of the barrel and
the hole at all times.
Discrepancies between
intervals drilled and recovery need to be resolved.
Only standard length drill rods should be used. Core
should be measured while it is still in the inner
barrel and after it is placed in the core box.
Record the most correct measurement of the two in
the report. In the event core is left in the hole, the
next run should be shortened accordingly; the left
amount and proper hole entry and startup
procedures should be followed to facilitate recovery.
2. Recording drilling conditions — Make sure
drilling conditions, such as fast or slow, hard or soft,
rough or smooth, even or erratic, moderately fast or
very slow, bit blocks off, etc., are indicated for each
run. Record time in minutes per foot (meter) of
penetration. Any changes in the drilling rate within
a run also should be noted along with intervals of
caving or raveling. If the bit becomes plugged or
blocking off is suspected, the driller should stop
drilling and pull the core barrel. Also, when drill
circulation is lost, the driller should pull and examine the core.
3. Drilling fluid return and color — The type,
color, and estimated percent of drilling fluids
returned should be recorded for each core run. The
depth of changes in fluid loss or color is particularly
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important. If drilling mud is used, indicate number
of sacks used per shift. In case of total loss of drilling
fluid, it may be necessary to pressure test the
interval.
4. Description of core — Drillers need to describe
the core in general terms; i.e., moderately hard, very
hard, soft, clay seams, broken, color, etc. If familiar
with the rock types, drillers may report more than
just general terminology.
5. Water-pressure testing — Holes in rock are typically water tested in 10-foot (3-m) intervals at
pressures of approximately ½ lb/in2 (3.5 kilopascals
[kPa]) to 1 lb/in2 (6.90 kPa) per foot (1/3 m) of cover
up to 100 lb/in2 (690 kPa). NOTE: Pressures may be
modified for each site. Factors such as density of
materials, "overburden pressure" or "cover," bedding,
purpose of testing, distances from free faces, water
levels, and artesian pressures all must be taken into
account so that pressure testing does not
unintentionally hydrofracture the foundation or jack
foundation materials. Pressures should be
determined by the geologist. If a range of pressures
is used, and disproportionately high water losses are
obtained at the higher pressures, the pressures
should be stepped down and water losses at the
lower pressures recorded. Water test pressures
should be stepped up 3 to 5 times and then stepped
down. Flow versus pressure should be plotted; and
if the relationship is not linear or smoothly curved,
hydrofracturing or jacking may be occurring. If the
decreasing pressure curve does not follow the
increasing pressure curve, washing, plugging, or
hydrofracturing or jacking may be occurring without
the foundation materials returning to the prewater
test state. Intentionally increasing the pressure
until the foundation is fractured or jacked is a good
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way to determine appro-priate grout pressures.
Gravity tests, overlapping pressure tests, and
variations in the length of the interval tested may be
used to ensure complete test data. For example, a
packer interval of 8 feet (2.4 m) may be used if the
hole is caving too badly to get 10 feet (3 m) of open
hole. Also, if a packer will not seat at 10 feet (3 m)
above the bottom of the hole and there is good rock at
12 feet (3.66 m), a 12-foot test interval may be used.
If losses are above 15 gal/min (1.146 liters per
second [L/sec]), exceed pump or system capacity, or
water is known to be bypassing the packer, reduce
the length of the packer interval and retest.
Losses should be recorded in gallons and tenths of
gal/min (L/sec). The driller should record the water
meter reading at 1-minute intervals, and the test
should be run for a full 5 minutes at each pressure
increment after the flow has stabilized. The driller
should report the average flow in gal/min (L/sec) for
the 5-minute test. Each driller should keep his own
record of the packer data in case questions arise
concerning the testing. A suggested form for
recording data is shown in figure 10-7.
6. Casing or cementing depths — The depth of the
casing or the cemented interval should be shown for
each core run. Do not cement any more of the hole
than is necessary to repair a caving or raveling
interval. The use of additives such as calcium
chloride or aluminum powder, if permitted, will
reduce the set time. These materials should be
added to the water and not to the cement.
7. Recording unusual conditions — All unusual
conditions or events should be noted in the "Notes"
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Figure 10-7.—Water testing record.
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column of the report. This includes such items as
sudden changes in drilling speed, loss of circulation,
drop of drill string (open joints or cavities), casing
and cementing procedures, caving, squeezing, packer
failures, and gas.
8. Recording setups, drilling, and downtime —
Time must be noted on reverse side of report. Type,
number, and size of bit is indicated here also.
9. Recording water level measurements —
Measurement should be recorded at the start of each
day shift and shown on the day shift report. Holes
should be jetted or bailed prior to completion of the
hole to obtain reliable water level data. Immediately
after jetting or bailing, the depth to water should be
recorded.
10. Care of core and core boxes — Split-tube
(triple tube) core barrels should be used. If not used,
the core should not be damaged when extracted from
the core barrel. Do not beat on the barrel with a
metal hammer; use a rubber mallet/hammer or a
piece of wood. The best way to remove core from a
solid barrel is by using a pump to pressurize the
inside of the barrel and extrude the core (stand
back!). The mud pump will work satisfactorily for
this. Core should be extracted from the inner tube
and carefully placed into core boxes by hand. The
use of cardboard or plastic halfrounds is
recommended (see figure 10-8. Core pieces should
be fitted into the core box and fragments should
be arranged to save space. Long pieces may
be broken for better fit in the core box, but
a line should be drawn across the core to
denote mechanical breaks. If 5-foot (1.5-m) core
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Figure 10-8.—Use of half-round to protect core.
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boxes are used, mechanical breaks to fit 5-foot runs
in boxes are reduced. Figure 10-9 shows a typical
core box for N-size core.
Core should be placed in the core box from left to
right, with the top to the left, bottom to the right,
starting at the top of the box so the core reads like a
book. The ends and top of the box should be marked
with black enamel paint or indelible felt pen. Core
blocks, which mark the depths, are placed between
each run and the depth marked. Data on the outside
of the left end of the box should include the project,
feature, drill hole number, box number, and depth
interval in the box.
Filler blocks (spacers) are necessary to properly
record information and minimize disturbance to the
core during handling. Blocks should be placed with
a planed side marked with either black enamel paint
or indelible felt-tip pen; 2- by 2-inch (50- by 50-mm)
blocks work well for N-size core. All core runs must
be separated with blocks properly labeled at the top
and bottom of the run. Sample intervals should be
marked in the boxes using wooden blocks of lengths
equal to the missing core so that the sample may be
returned to the box. Gaps for core losses should not
be left in the core box. Core left in the hole and
recovered on the next run may be added to the
previous run.
Filler blocks inserted where
unaccountable core losses occur should show the
length of loss in tenths of feet, as follows: LC (lost
core) 0.3 foot, or NR (no recovery) 0.3 foot. The core
loss block indicates that a certain length of core was
unaccountably lost within a run, and the block
should be placed at the depth of the core loss. If
the point of core loss cannot be determined, the block
can be placed in the core box at the bottom of
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Figure 10-9.—Standard N-size core
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the run, preceding the bottom of run block. Cavities
may be marked on the block. All spacer, sample,
and core loss blocks should be nailed to the bottom
or sides of the box to prevent movement of the core.
At the drill site, core boxes should be lined up,
preferably on boards or planks, in order from top to
bottom, with labels and up side to left, in a safe area
and kept covered with lids. While in the field, do
not place boxes where sliding or caving of slopes is
likely to occur and keep out of the way of vehicles
and equipment.
Core boxes, especially those
containing soft, slaking, or intensely fractured core
material, should be covered immediately to prevent
damage by rain or drying. Tray partitions in boxes
should be nailed so that nails do not protrude from
bottom of boxes.
When the core is moved, be careful to prevent
disturbance, breakage, or spilling. Damage to the
core during transportation can be minimized by
using nailed-down spacers and a 3/4- to 1-inch thick
(19-25-mm) foam-rubber pad placed between the top
of the core and the secured core box lid.
Hole Completion.—Completion of the drill hole should
meet the requirements established by the exploration
program and at the direction of the field geologist. Drill
holes usually will be completed either with sufficient
casing or plastic pipe to assure that the hole will stay
open for later water level observations. In areas where
vandalism may occur or when long-term monitoring is
contemplated, a standpipe and suitable cap with lock
should be installed. Completion information should be
indicated on the driller's report. The drill hole number
should be stamped or welded into the casing. If
groundwater observation riser pipes have been installed,
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install a minimum 3-foot (1-m) length of surface casing
with a locking cap as a standpipe to mark the drill hole
and protect the riser pipe. Grouted in place, this
standpipe can also serve to protect the observation well
from infiltration by surface runoff.
Concrete Core Logging
Concrete structures are commonly cored to assess the
quality of concrete or as part of foundation investigations
on existing features. An early macroscopic assessment
of concrete core is warranted for the following reasons:
• Concrete physical condition may suggest changes
in the drilling program or sampling techniques
that would be difficult to modify after drilling is
complete. A different approach in drilling or
sampling techniques may be necessary to
determine the cause of distress or failure.
• Shipping, handling, and sample preparation may
modify the concrete core by inducing, modifying,
or masking fractures or causing core
disintegration.
• Core could be lost or destroyed before reaching
the laboratory.
• Macroscopic examination may provide the
required information eliminating the need for a
petrographic examination.
This section is based on American Society for Testing
Materials Designations (ASTM) C 823-83 and C 856-83.
Purposes of Examination.—Investigations of inservice concrete conditions are usually done
to: (a) determine the ability of the concrete to perform
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satisfactorily under anticipated conditions for future
service; (b) identify the processes or materials causing
distress or failure; (c) discover conditions in the concrete
that caused or contributed to satisfactory performance or
failure; (d) establish methods for repair or replacement
without recurrence of the problem; (e) determine
conformance to construction specification requirements;
(f) evaluate the performance of the components in the
concrete; and (g) develop data for fixing financial and
legal responsibility.
In addition to the usual drill log information, the
following should be provided, if available:
• Reason for and objectives of the coring program.
• Location and original orientation of each core.
• Conditions of operation and service exposure.
• Age of the structure.
• Results of field tests, such as velocity and
rebound or Schmidt hammer data.
Figure 10-10 is an example of a drill hole log showing the
types of information that can be shown and a format for
a log showing both rock and concrete core.
Examination.—Concrete core is commonly marked in
the field showing the top and bottom depths at the
appropriate ends and at any of the following features.
Below are listed the major items to examine and record:
Fractures — Cracks or fractures in core are best
seen on smooth surfaces and can be accented by
wetting and partial drying of the surface. Old crack
surfaces are often different colors than fresh
fracture
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Figure 10-10.—Log of concrete and rock core.
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surfaces. Old fracture surfaces often have reaction
products or alteration of the surfaces. Fractures
often follow structural weaknesses.
Reacted particles — Rims on gravel or sand are
often caused by weathering processes unless other
factors indicate chemical reactions with the cement
paste. Crushed aggregate with rims probably is due
to chemical reaction with the cement paste.
Reaction products — Crushed aggregate with rims
usually indicates alteration in the concrete, such as
alkali-silica reaction or alkali-carbonate reaction.
Rims in paste bordering coarse aggregate and light
colored areas in the paste may be gel-soaked or
highly carbonated paste adjoining carbonate
aggregate that has undergone an alkali-carbonate
reaction. White areas of fairly hard, dry material or
soft, wet material that has fractured and penetrated
the concrete and aggregate or fills air voids should
be recorded. Alkali aggregate reaction products can
be differentiated from calcium carbonate deposits by
using hydrocloric acid. The reaction products do not
fizz.
Changes in size or type of fine and coarse
aggregate — Sizes, shapes, and types of aggregate
can vary in a structure due to changes in mixes,
placement procedure, or sources and should be
logged.
Voids — Voids (honeycomb, popcorn) are indicators
of trapped air, inadequate vibration, or insufficient
mortar to effectively fill the spaces among coarse
aggregate particles. Voids should be described and
the volume percent estimated.
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Segregation of components — Concrete components can become segregated or concentrated during
placement. Large aggregate sizes can separate from
fine aggregate, and paste can separate from the
aggregate, especially near forms or finished
surfaces.
Cold joints or lift lines — Weak joints or zones
can form in concrete due to long periods between
buckets or mixer loads. Poor vibration or poor or
improper preparation of previous lift surfaces can
form zones of weakness or actual planes similar to
joints in rock. These surfaces, called lift lines,
should be described and any material on the
surfaces described. Lift lines can be very subtle and
difficult to locate. Design or construction data often
provide clues as to where to look for lift lines and
construction joints. The core should be examined
wet. Clues to lift line locations are: (1) aligned
aggregate along the surfaces each side of a line,
(2) coarser aggregate above the lift line than is below
the line, (3) different shape, gradation, or
composition of aggregate above and below the lift
line, (4) a thin line of paste on the lift line, and
(5) no aggregate crosses the lift line.
Steel or other imbedded items — Reinforcing steel
and orientations should be described as well as other
materials encountered such as timber, steel lagging,
dirt, or cooling pipes.
Changes in color of the cement — Changes in
paste color can indicate reaction products or changes
in cement type or cement sources and should be
logged.
Aggregate-paste bond — The bond between the
aggregate and cement should be described. A good
bond is characterized by concrete breaking through
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the aggregate and not around the particles. A fair
bond is characterized by concrete breaking through
and around the aggregate. A poor bond has concrete
breaking around the aggregate.
Aggregate rock type — The aggregate rock type
can be important in determining the causes of
concrete problems. For example, limestone often
has chert inclusions suggesting an aggregate
reaction, whereas an igneous rock such as granite
probably will not react with cement. Both the coarse
and fine aggregate should be examined.
Aggregate shape — Aggregate shape is usually
unique to each source. Rounded or subrounded
aggregate is probably natural. Angular (sharp)
aggregate is probably crushed.
Mechanical breaks — Mechanical breaks in the
core and whether the break is around or through the
aggregate should be noted.
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